**In the Time of Sybil Ludington**

**Directions:** Watch the video “Time Machine: The American Revolution” and study the pictures and captions in the play *Girl. Fighter. Hero.* Then use information from the video and the text features to answer the questions below. We’ve indicated where you can find each answer.

1. Instead of states, what made up America in the early 1700s? How many people lived there? *(video)*

2. Who controlled the American Colonies? *(both)* Why did this make many colonists unhappy? *(video)*

3. What did people like Sybil Ludington believe should happen? *(text features)*

4. When did the Revolutionary War begin? *(both)* Which side was winning at first, and why? *(video)*

5. What role did women and children play in the war effort? *(both)*

6. What important event happened in 1776? *(text features)*

7. How did things begin to change in 1777? What did this lead to? *(video)*